Chapter 7

COMMUNITY
FACILITIES &
INFRASTRUCTURE

Community facilities and service providers are essential elements to the function of Windsor and are key
contributors to the quality of life enjoyed by residents.
They include public safety, water, sewer, educational
institutions, the public library, and others. The Community Facilities & Infrastructure Plan highlights the Town’s
community facilities, infrastructure, and service providers and presents recommendations to help ensure
that high-quality facilities and services are available
and maintained throughout Windsor. The majority of
community facility providers; however, are not under the
purview of the Town of Windsor. As such, this chapter
of the Comprehensive Plan places heavy emphasis on
intergovernmental and organizational cooperation.

Community facilities and service providers are
essential elements to the function of Windsor
and are key contributors to the quality of life
enjoyed by residents. They include public safety,
water, sewer, educational institutions, the
public library, and others.
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GOAL

Maintain and enhance Windsor as a safe and healthy community
that is served by quality facilities and infrastructure that support a
high quality of life.

Objectives
1. Coordinate annexation and development plans with community service and utility providers to ensure adequate levels of
service are extended to new growth areas and maintained in
existing service areas.

Vision
This vision statement is written as a retrospective from
20 years into the future, looking back on Windsor’s
progress as a community.
Windsor residents and visitors have access to first-rate
community facilities and services. It is considered one of
the safest communities in the northern Front Range, due
in large part to the efforts of the Windsor Police Department and Windsor Severance Fire Rescue. Local schools
continue to provide quality education to Town residents
and bolster Windsor’s image as a desirable place to raise a
family. Town Hall and the new Public Library are the “civic
heart” and cultural center of the community, while local
partnerships and cooperative relationships continue to
elevate local services, amenities, and quality of life.

2. Work with the Clearview Library District to ensure library
facilities, including the new library, are highly accessible, well
positioned within the community, and provide multiple community benefits.
3. Coordinate with the Weld RE-4 School District as it develops
a new high school in Severance, and support efforts to update
the District’s existing high school in Windsor.
4. Work with the Windsor Police Department and Windsor-Severance Fire Rescue to maintain and enhance Windsor as a safe
community.
5. Work with other public agencies throughout the community
to maintain adequate and appropriate sites and facilities for
the provision of public services.
6. Support the growth of local healthcare facilities to improve
access to medical care and to serve as key partners in community and economic development.
7. Maintain interagency communication and partnerships to ensure cooperative use and distribution of services and facilities.
8. Conduct a feasibility study to determine the costs, benefits,
and process for water independence.
9. Utilize stormwater best management practices in addition to
required design elements to prevent flooding and increase
groundwater infiltration.
10. Coordinate with private utility providers to identify coordinated/synergistic project opportunities.
11. Continue to provide public education regarding oil and gas
regulations and work with new permit applicants to properly
buffer and screen oil and gas operations.
12. As part of the Town’s existing asset management plan, conduct a life cycle assessment for Town buildings, equipment,
vehicles, facilities, and properties and develop/revise a multiyear maintenance plan and on-going maintenance program.
13. Increase efforts to identify alternative sources of funds such
as grants to fund a wide range of public projects including, but
not limited to Town facilities, parks and recreation enhancements, transportation improvements, economic development
related projects, and social services.
14. Ensure the Town provides the services and amenities that
allow seniors to age in place.
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Education
Windsor is home to local public grade schools and includes
higher education opportunities. The Town is spread among
three separate public school districts: Weld School District
RE-4, Thompson School District R2-J, and the Poudre School
District R-1. Given the tremendous growth of the Front Range,
each of the school districts that serve Windsor anticipate
enrollment to continue to increase. The Town should regularly
communicate with school district officials to stay informed
about plans for growth and facility expansion, as well as to
prepare local schools for additional enrollment as new development occurs. The Town should also serve as a facilitator to
bridge students with local business partners to explore career
educational opportunities for students through shadow programs, job site visitation, and internships.

New High School Facility
Windsor High School, which is within the Weld School District,
is reaching capacity and will require expansion into a new high
school facility. The Weld School District RE-4 is evaluating options for a new high school facility in Severance and upgrades
to Windsor High.
This opportunity would improve the existing facility as well as
construct a state-of-the-art facility to serve Windsor students. In addition, the new and existing high schools can serve
dual roles as community centers to meet the needs of the
Windsor and Severance communities as well as senior services.
An emerging best practice is to couple high schools with
senior centers. This model not only provides opportunities for
shared facility space, but is a mutually advantageous model
that allows teens and seniors to interact, forming valuable social bonds and opening opportunities for volunteerism and to
learn about new experiences and skills from both ends of the
spectrum. Should voters approve the bond referendum, the
Town should facilitate discussions between the school district
and the community to ensure the new facility and upgrades
to Windsor High School meet the needs of students and the
community.
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School Land Dedication
In order to provide adequate school facilities to serve new residential developments, the Town of Windsor entered into individual IGAs with the Thompson School District, Weld School
District RE-4, and Poudre School District (Windsor Ordinance
No. 2000-1071, Resolution No. 2000-15, Ordinance No. 20071280, Ordinance No. 2007-1281, Ordinance No. 2007-1282)
that requires new development to dedicate land or provide
a fee-in-lieu of dedication. The Town should work with local
school districts to ensure current fees and land use calculation
provide adequate resources for local school growth.

Aims Community College
Aims Community College has a satellite campus located near
the intersection of US 34 and WCR 17 in Windsor, which is
home to Aims Automotive and Technology Center (existing)
and Public Safety Institute (opening in Spring 2016). Having a
higher education institution is an immense asset to the Windsor community, as it has the potential to be a significant economic development generator and community partner. The
Town should promote partnerships between Aims Community
College, local schools, workforce training programs, and local
businesses. These partnerships can facilitate beneficial relationships, which may include adjusting and modeling curricula
to meet the needs of local employers.
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Clearview
Library District
The Clearview Library District includes one facility, the Windsor
Severance Library, located just south of downtown Windsor. The
Windsor Severance Library has a print circulation of more than
100,000 volumes and offers after-school programs that are both
educational and entertaining, as well as a variety of children’s
activities. Although the facility is in good condition, increases
in population and demand have rendered the existing Windsor
Severance Library facility unable to meet the needs of the community.
With its limited size and increased demand for community
programming, the Clearview Library District will need to construct
a new facility. As the Library considers potential sites for a new,
expanded facility, it should work closely with the Town to select a
site within Downtown that serves to anchor the community and
promote economic development while offering access to information and promoting literacy.

Downtown Windsor offers the ideal location for a new library
facility. Pedestrian access from surrounding neighborhoods and
opportunities to partner with the Town with Boardwalk Park, the
Art and Heritage Center and downtown businesses are just a few
of the advantages to a downtown location. As more residents
have access to online books and resources, the role of libraries
is changing. While they still support reading and research, they
have also become community centers and places of activity.
Libraries across the country are starting to embrace their new
role as neighborhood anchors that foster an inside/outside
approach, which entails traditional services, while also being
actively involved with the community through events and activities. Regardless of site, a new or expanded facility should seek
creative parking management solutions, which may include time
limits and shared parking facilities with adjacent businesses and
neighborhoods. In addition, the library should be easily and safely
accessible for non-motorized forms of transportation.

MUNICIPAL SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability and energy conservation in the Windsor
Community should start at the municipal level. Town Hall
serves as an example of historic rehabilitation, which is a
sustainable practice in and of itself. Town Hall also utilizes
solar power and the Windsor Police Department utilizes
geothermal heating. In addition, as has already been done
with the Poudre Valley Electric Association, the Town is
working with Xcel Energy to replace existing street lighting
with LED lighting, which is more energy-efficient and has a
longer lifecycle. The Town of Windsor should continue to be
a community leader through additional sustainability initiatives. Sustainable municipal strategies include:
1. Sustainable Landscaping . Replace turf grass with xeriscaping
at Town Hall as a demonstration project. The Town can quantify the cost of installation as well as amount of water saved
by using native, and drought-tolerant plantings. Xeriscaping
should also be considered for existing facilities and required for
new Town facilities.
2. Energy efficiency improvements. Update existing municipal
buildings through higher efficiency building lighting, restoration of native vegetation, and installation of low-flow water
fixtures.
3. Municipal building standards. Adopt a policy that requires a
baseline energy efficiency standard for all new construction
and renovations of municipal buildings. The Town should
consider using the ratings in the United States Green Building Council (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) as a benchmark.
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Public Safety

Healthcare

The Town of Windsor receives excellent first response and public
safety service from the Windsor Police Department and Windsor-Severance Fire Rescue. The Police Department is located at
200 North 11st Street, while the Fire Rescue operates out of three
facilities, two of which are located in Windsor and the third being
located in Severance. The Windsor Severance Fire Rescue has an
Insurance Service Office (ISO) classification of 4, which is a rating
of the level fire safety response on a scale of 1-10. This rating is
similar to those of surrounding communities and indicates that
Fire Rescue has an effective fire suppression program. To maintain
a high level of service, the Town should regularly meet with the
Windsor Police Department and Windsor-Severance Fire Rescue
during the development approval process to ensure new developments adequately accommodate emergency equipment and
personnel. Regular communication will allow both departments
to better prepare and manage staffing and operations to accommodate future growth and expanded service areas. In addition,
the Town should regularly review the Windsor Emergency Plan,
as well as the Weld County 2016 Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard
Mitigation Plan to ensure public safety and Town staff and
officials maintain high levels of emergency preparedness.

Windsor residents have access to three regional healthcare
systems: Colorado Health (UC Health), Banner Health Center, and
Columbine Health Systems. UC Health has several clinics and offices, including the Clinical Education and Innovation Center (CEIC) at
the Marina Health Campus. Banner Fort Collins Medical Center is a
full-service health care facility including emergency care. Columbine Health Systems is a senior care service and has two facilities
on Main Street.
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As providers of desirable employment opportunities as well as
providers of essential healthcare, the Town should encourage
the expansion of medical facilities. The Town should work with
healthcare officials to coordinate with local neighborhoods to
ensure that new development respects the scale and character of
adjacent areas and provides buffers and screening where appropriate. In addition, healthcare facilities should include on-site
pedestrian access from the right-of-way to building entrances as
well as bicycle parking.

Aging-in-Place
Windsor as an AgeSupportive Community
As indicated by the demographic analysis within Chapter
2: Community Profile, the population in Windsor is not only
aging, but has a slightly larger share of older adults than the
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). In fact, according
to the 2015 Windsor Demographic and Housing Opportunities Study, residents over 65 years old will triple by 2040
from 2010 levels. As such, the Town of Windsor should take
proactive steps to support its aging population. This approach
means providing leadership and identifying private providers,
and not necessarily Town-managed or funded programs and
facilities. The Town should consider the following strategies to
promote an age-supportive community:

Community Services
1.

2.

3.

4.

Work with public safety providers to ensure they are
attentive to the needs and issues affecting older adults
(identifying senior abuse and neglect, performing
well-being checks, etc.).
Foster social capital and inclusion while leveraging existing assets by finding opportunities for the joint use of
community facilities, such as a new library and/or high
school.
Continue to work with the Weld County Area Agency on
Aging to provide senior lunches and other senior health,
wellness, and assistance programs.
Continue the Active Adults program to provide opportunities for social inclusion and active recreation.

Transportation
1.

2.

Increase pedestrian safety through the use of shorter
crossing distances, high-visibility crosswalks and signalization, and crossing signal timing that accommodate
the slower rate of travel of older adults.
Adopt a complete streets policy to increase mobility for
people of all ages, abilities, and transportation modes.

3.

Ensure roadways and walkways are well-maintained to
promote safety.

4.

Continue to provide the Senior Ride Program to ensure older adults have access to healthcare, goods, and
services.

Housing
1.

Support housing diversity and affordability through
increased density in the Town’s core and permitting a
variety of housing types through zoning.

2.

Review and amend building and related codes to ensure
they adequately address universal design principles.

3.

Locate senior housing near commercial areas and institutional uses to increase access to goods and services.

UNIVERSAL DESIGN
Universal design describes the design of the built environment to ensure buildings and facilities accommodate
all users, regardless of physical ability. It builds upon the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 to focus on both the
design of buildings and facilities, as well as everyday household objects and products. As the population of Windsor
ages, the principles of universal design should be considered
as new housing and public facilities are constructed. The
seven principles of universal design include:
1. Equitable Use. Giving all users equal access to the built and
urban environments.
2. Flexibility in use. Providing design that offers a range of choices
and accommodates different abilities and preferences.
3. Simple and intuitive use. Making objects and spaces usable
and navigable through simple and understandable guidance
or markers
4. Perceptible information. Communicating information that is
understandable to a range of sensory abilities and in a range
of ambient conditions.
5. Tolerance for error. Designing to minimize hazards through
accidental or unintended actions.
6. Low physical effort. Developing designs that can be used efficiently and comfortably and that cause a minimum amount of
fatigue.
7. Size and shape for approach and use. Allowing for use by users
with different spatial and physical needs.
Preiser, Wolfgang. F.E. 2007. “The Seven Principles of Universal Design into
Planning Practice.” In Universal Design and Visitability: From Accessibility to
Zoning, edited by jack Nasar and Jennifer Evans-Cowley, 11-30. Columbus,
Ohio: The John Glenn School of Public Affairs.
qtd. in
Jaffe, Martin. Bradley H. Winick. “Planning Aging Supportive Communities.”
PAS Report 579 (2015): 29-30. Print.
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Infrastructure
Infrastructure includes the fundamental facilities and structures that serve the Town of Windsor. This includes water,
wastewater, stormwater, and utilities. Roadways are also
critical infrastructure, which is covered in Chapter 6: Transportation & Mobility.

Water
Water is the most pressing issue facing the Windsor community. The Town receives water from the North Weld County
Water District (NWCWD), Fort Collins-Loveland Water District
(FCLWD), and City of Greeley. The section of Windsor located
in Weld County is primarily served by the Town’s municipal
delivery system, while FCLWD serves areas in Larimer County and NWCWD serves northern areas of the Town. Windsor
owns a water storage “pit” at SH 392 and CR 13/County Line
Road, which increases storage capacity and allows the Town to
regulate the water level of Windsor Lake. As the Town expands,
communication and coordination between Windsor and water
providers will be essential to prepare for future growth.
While Windsor delivers water to residents, there is a broad
foundation of stakeholders who are interested in Windsor
pursuing its own water utility and being able to exert more
control over pricing, quality, supply, and even the opportunity to leverage it as a development tool. The topic of “water
independence” will be a driving issue as Windsor continues to
grow. Given concerns regarding the long-term cost of water
as well as the negative impact it could have in slowing future
growth, the Town should initiate a detailed feasibility study
regarding the potential administration, water treatment and
storage facilities, and other resources required for an independent municipal water utility.

Sanitary Sewer
The Town of Windsor provides wastewater service for the
majority of the sections of Windsor located in Weld County.
Windsor also serves portions of the Town of Severance per
intergovernmental agreement. The South Fort Collins Sanitation District (SFCSD) provides wastewater service to most of
Windsor west of County Line Road. A third entity, the Boxelder
Sanitation District, will provide service in the future for the
area between WCR 15 and WCR 13, north of Harmony Road.
Several subdivisions with estate-sized lots utilize individual
septic systems for wastewater treatment.
The majority of the future developments will be serviced by
the Town of Windsor. As such, the Town should incentivize
growth within the Primary Growth Area to discourage leapfrog development that would require the extension of service
to far-reaching parts of Windsor. Additional information about
growth management can be found in Chapter 5: Land Use &
Development Plan.

Stormwater
The Town of Windsor watershed encompasses approximately
120 square miles. The primary land use is agricultural, ranching, and open space that comprises nearly 67,000 acres or
approximately 87% of the watershed. The watershed is divided
into ten major drainage basins:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Law Basin
Windsor Basin
High School Basin
Jacoby Basin
Timnath Reservoir Basin
Ptarmigan Basin
River Ridge Basin
Bluff Basin
Oklahoma Basin
South SH 257 Basin

The Poudre River, which defines the southern boundary of the
Law, Windsor, High School, Jacoby, and Timnath Basins and the
northern boundary of the River Ridge, Bluff, Oklahoma, and
South SH 257 Basins, represents the most notable drainage
feature in the watershed. Fossil Creek represents the northern
boundary and receiving watercourse for the Ptarmigan Basin.
All stormwater runoff generated within the watershed is ultimately conveyed to the Poudre River. The 100-year floodplain
associated with the Poudre River encompasses less than five
percent of the total drainage area within the watershed.
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The irrigation facilities that traverse the ten major basins
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Greeley No. 2 Canal
Lake Canal
Law Ditch
Whitney Ditch
Windsor Reservoir Outlet
Timnath Reservoir Outlet
Louden Ditch
Eaton Ditch

These ditches convey irrigation flows within the basin but
generally offer limited value as drainage features that will
convey stormwater runoff out of the basin. Due to the limited
capacity of the ditch systems, coupled with the magnitude of
the stormwater flows, these irrigation ditches do not appear
to represent major drainage boundaries within the watershed.
As such, the Town has made several improvements to better
manage stormwater, including the B.H. Eaton Ditch Flood Gate
project and John Law Floodplain Residential Flood Risk Reduction project (anticipated construction in 2015-2016).

Private Utilities
Xcel Energy and Poudre Valley Rural Electric Association (REA)
provide electric services to the Town of Windsor. Each of these
electric utilities serves specific service areas within Windsor. Natural gas is provided by Xcel Energy and others. Cable
television is provided by Comcast, and internet is provided by Comcast, Century Link and Front Range Internet. The
Town should regularly communicate with utility providers to
coordinate projects and improvements. The Town previously
coordinated with PVREA to upgrade streetlights to LED lighting
and is currently working with Xcel to upgrade street lighting
with LED lighting. The Town should identify additional opportunities for coordinated projects. For example, utility work near
a roadway may be an opportunity to make scheduled roadway
improvements, which can improve the efficiency of multiple
entities by avoiding the delay and expense of project construction conflicts.

To further reduce the risks of flooding and better manage
stormwater, the Town should implement stormwater best
management practices for new and existing developments.
These strategies are further discussed in Chapter 8: Open
Space, Recreation & Environmental Features.
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Oil & Gas Extraction

Windsor community members have expressed concern regarding the visual and potential health impacts of oil and gas
extraction processes. The Town has consistently maintained
that, under the current state of the law, local governments
have limited power to regulate the location and operations of
oil drilling sites. Local ordinances prohibiting hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) and prohibiting oil and gas activity within
municipalities have been struck down by the courts. These
types of measures in Fort Collins and Longmont are undergoing review by the Colorado Supreme Court. Windsor should
watch the outcome of these cases and continue employing
emerging local government best practices, including screening,
buffering and voluntary agreements with operators. The State
of Colorado is currently conducting a public input process and
considering rule changes that could enable local jurisdictions
to address more aspects of extraction activities. Windsor residents and community stakeholders should continue to participate in that process.
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Oil & Gas Wells
(approximate locations
for active & inactive wells)
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Weld County is one of the highest producing counties in the
State of Colorado, producing more than 80% of the State’s
total crude oil in 2013. Oil and gas extraction operations are
heavier industrial uses and present new challenges for land
use and development. These operations are regulated by the
Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC)
and mineral rights holders in Windsor wishing to extract oil
and gas must also first obtain a conditional use grant (CUG)
from the Town. The CUG regulates site aesthetics and can,
to an extent, address mitigation for noise and visual impacts
through screening and buffering, so long as these measures do
not conflict with State regulations. The Town also requires new
development meet minimum setback requirements from existing oil and gas facilities. The State of Colorado regulates the
minimum setback required between new oil and gas facilities
and existing structures.
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